Managed business
intelligence and
analytics
Boost your analytic team’s capabilities and
effectiveness

Effective data management is vital to making
data-driven decisions. Enterprises committed
to expanding their analytic capabilities need
the right data management and data science
skills. New sources of data, the ability to
maintain consistency and the increasing
need to access business data require both
technology solutions and the right resources
to drive insights and mission agility; and it is
difficult to scale an in-house analytics team
to cope with the rapid mission or business
demands. Traditional analytic technologies
and structures may simply not be adequate
to meet data analytics and user requirements.
How will you scale your data management
and analytics team to adopt solutions to meet
your dynamic changing business demands?
The adoption of managed data and analytic
service models provide organizations with
the capability to drive mission goals, increase
efficiencies, address risks and focus on
intelligent insights. Managed services give
you a cost effective means to augment your
team with advanced analytical techniques,
tools and skilled resources. Perspecta can
help you make sense of your data technology
ecosystem, support your analytics projects
and provide solutions at speed of mission.
Perspecta’s managed business intelligence
and analytics services
Perspecta provides data modernization,
development, implementation management
and support using our industry-recognized
Analytics Global Methods (AGM) developed
from more than 40 years of customer
implementations. We provide skilled staff
so customers are able to optimize their

data ecosystem and benefit from the latest
innovations in analytics by leveraging
resources in advanced data technologies.
We solve your challenging data problems
through our comprehensive suite of services
and capabilities, including:
• Data management and analytic
resourcing: Draw on industry-leading
analytic staff and processes to expedite
analytics-driven outcomes
• Managed analytics: Work with a dedicated
team to manage your backlog of mission
analytics
• Managed data and analytic operations:
Offload routine data management and
analytic model maintenance and free up
your data management staff and data
scientists to work on strategic projects
Key features
With Perspecta’s managed business
intelligence (BI) and analytics services, we
assist in implementing data management
best practices in order to gain efficiency from
integrated data curation/quality processes,
automation and DevOps. With our advisory
and discovery services you have availability
to highly skilled technical resources with
deep analytics expertise. Across the
entire customer journey, providing proven
sustainable and future ready technology
solutions in addition to consultant-led
services. Perspecta brings world class
services with a strong foundation of methods,
processes and tools through our AGM and
a proven ability to execute transformational
projects while maintaining business as usual.

Benefits
• Get immediate support for your data
management and analytics needs
from industry experts
• Access dedicated teams giving you
actionable insights into business
operations and environments
• Reallocate your key resources
from operational tasks to focus on
strategic initiatives

Transforming data into insight
Organizations committed to ongoing
analytics development and deployment
are more likely to advance their business
objectives. They gain insight, evaluate
options, and make effective decisions.
Business users want actionable insights;
thus analytics teams are expected to deliver
results quickly for turning data into actions.
Perspecta’s managed BI and analytics
services combines data science skills,
operations and platform services that give
you a cost-effective and flexible delivery
approach to deploy analytics. The business
benefits include:
• Expedited outcomes: Our skilled data
analysts, engineering and data scientists
synthesize information from initiatives and
find actionable insights that accelerate new
outcomes
• Fast-track deployments: You gain access to
our experienced data and analytics experts
helping you quickly scale your analytics
team—using insights to deploy projects,
improving efficiency, reducing risk and
fostering innovation

Use data science and analytics to scale
operations, gain actionable insights and drive
business decisions.
Why Perspecta
Perspecta brings more than 40 years
of experience of business/technology
consulting, architecture, onsite support for
critical business systems, and infrastructure
operations to a wide range of customers.
Perspecta has successfully led our customers
through the development of complex data
integrations to enable analysis and analytics
efforts using structured, unstructured and
semi-structured information. We have
deep experience in designing, building,
implementing and supporting big data
solutions from start to finish.
Our expertise extends to all leading analytics
and data management technologies,
including data preparation, comprehensive
data management, dashboards, information
delivery, BI and analytics on all platforms
whether on premise or in the cloud.

• Sustained outcomes: We help you maintain
ongoing accuracy and performance of your
analytic models
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